Terms & Conditions of Consult Calls with Casi DensmoreKoon

●

CupcakeMAG (“PR FIRM”) and/or Casi offers a very limited number of spots each quarter for Consulting Clients so
that she can provide the best focus and attention to each client. Because each spot is highly soughtafter and represents
a significant time commitment by Casi, once a 3call bundle is purchased, no refunds will be given. Casi puts time into
your brand from the start even prior to the call.

●

A 3call Consulting Bundle is just that  a series of consults, tailored to YOUR business and YOUR business goals.
These personalized calls and plans are given to you for YOU to implement. Becoming a Consulting Client does not
mean that Casi and/or PR FIRM represent you or your business in any way. Your purchase of a 3call Consulting
Bundle does not obligate Casi and PR FIRM to be your public relations representative, agent or publicist.

●

Casi relies on her 10+ years in the business, public relations and marketing industries to help you take your business to
the next level and achieve your business goals; however, no specific results are guaranteed. The results you see in your
business and in your brand while you work with Casi and in the time following your consults are dependent on YOU
and the time, energy, and focus you place on your business, based on the advice and direction Casi may provide during
the Consults.

●

The Consulting Call Bundle includes three calls, scheduled with at least 48 hours advance notice. Advice is limited to
the time on the calls. Consulting Calls do not include 24/7 access to Casi via email, text, or followup phone calls. If
you would like more access to Casi and her team, please ask if additional options are available to work with Casi and
her team on a more indepth basis. Casi may cancel a call at any time. If she is to cancel, she will cancel 48 hours prior
to the call and she will reschedule the call within a 24 hour period so you can plan ahead.

●

In order to have time to implement content and suggestions from the calls, and to get the most out of the discussions,
calls will be held with a minimum of two to three weeks between calls, but no more than a month apart. All calls
should be completed within two months after the first call.

●

An extremely limited number of Private Client spots are available from timetotime. Applications are required for
Private Client consideration. Not all applications will be accepted, due to the exclusive working relationship Casi
provides to each Private Client.

●

Casi takes extraordinary steps to protect the privacy of you, your business, and the discussions you have with Casi as
you work together. She will not divulge your business discussions with anyone outside of her team.

As a Consulting Client, you, too, are held to this high standard of privacy and respect. For the purposes of this section,
“Conflicting Product” means any product, process or service of any person or organization other than the PR FIRM, in
existence or under development, which substantially resembles and/or competes with a product, process or service that is
or could be produced, developed, sold, marketed or serviced by the PR FIRM at any time during the term of this
Consulting Client relationship. For the purposes of this section, “Conflicting Organization” means any person or
organization or any person or organization controlled by, controlling or under common control with such person or
organization, which is engaged in, or is about to become engaged in, research on or development, production, marketing
or selling of a Conflicting Product.

For a period of two (2) years after termination, cancellation or expiration of your Consulting Client relationship, you shall
not: (1) solicit or engage in any competing business with PR FIRM; (2) gain any commercial advantage, derive revenue or
derive profit by using PR FIRM’s confidential information, trade secrets, marketing plans, products, and business
practices; (3) render services, directly or indirectly, to any Conflicting Organization; (4) hold any interest of any kind,

including, but not limited to, as a partner, general member, stockholder of any Conflicting Organization, which is engaged
in, or is about to become engaged in, research on or development, production, marketing or selling of a Conflicting
Product; (5) serve as an employee, agent, consultant, contactor or representative of any kind for any Conflicting
Organization nationwide.

For a period of two (2) years after termination, cancellation or expiration of your Consulting Client relationship, you shall
not: (1) share the public relations content, strategies and personalized information provided by PR FIRM with anyone
outside of your business; (2) use any public relations content, strategies and personalized information provided by PR
FIRM to create an ecourse, webinar, ebook, or any other marketing material; (3) render services, directly or indirectly,
to any Conflicting Organization in connection with the sale, merchandising or promotion of a Conflicting Product to any
individual or entity who was a customer of the PR FIRM during your Consulting Client relationship with PR FIRM; and
(4) solicit any employee of PR FIRM for employment by you or any Conflicting Organization.

You agree that your breach of this section of your Consulting Client relationship will cause irreparable injury to PR
FIRM, for which the PR FIRM would not have an adequate remedy at law. Therefore, you agree that the PR FIRM’s
remedy for breach or threatened breach of this section of your Consulting Client relationship may be injunctive relief, as
well as for monetary damages and any other relief available to PR FIRM, whether in law or in equity, for the enforcement
hereof. In addition to any damages incurred by PR FIRM for the breach of this section of this Consulting Client
relationship, you agree to pay to PR FIRM all costs, including attorneys’ fees, costs (including court costs and expert
fees), incurred by PR FIRM in the enforcement of this section of this Consulting Client relationship.

You have carefully considered the provisions of this section, and agrees that this section is reasonable in geographic and
temporal scope in light of the legitimate, nationwide commercial interests of the PR FIRM, and further agrees that this
section does not impose an undue hardship on you, will not prevent you from earning a living and is not against the public
interest.

●

If you fail to promptly pay the balance reflected on the Invoice, PR FIRM, at its sole discretion, may suspend and/or
cancel the representation.

●

You may not “charge back,” dispute a charge with any credit card, debit card or payment vendor, or otherwise request a
refund of payment for the PR services because PR FIRM immediately invests time and services into marketing your
brand at the outset of our Consulting Client relationship. Should you dispute a charge with any credit card, debit card or
payment vendor, or otherwise request a refund of payment for the PR services, such action or attempted action will be a
material breach of this Consulting Client relationship and will terminate this Consulting Client relationship. Should you
dispute a charge with any credit card, debit card or payment vendor, or otherwise request a refund of payment for the
PR services, PR FIRM shall be entitled to reimbursement of all costs arising from such your action, including, without
limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs and bank costs related to collecting outstanding fees, reversing charged
back or disputed payments, recovering funds, and/or communicating with banks, credit card companies and/or payment
vendors regarding the fee in dispute.

